MDNHA Grants Program
Tips for Developing Resources

Federal Government
1.   Understand that federal funding for most programs in arts, culture, humanities, historic
preservation and similar areas of interest are in danger of being eliminated – if you are
eligible and have a fundable project, now is the time to pursue it.
2.   Detailed information on all Federal grants can be found at www.grants.gov. You can
also search Federal programs at www.cfda.gov.
3.   The time period between a grant availability being announced and the deadline for
submitting a grant application is getting shorter.
4.   Learn to determine which programs offer the best funding opportunities – watch total
funding, number of applications received, number funded.

State Government
1.   Some state agencies and their programs are in better shape than others, despite reliance
on Federal funding streams.
2.   Get to know leaders and staff at appropriate state agencies; follow them on Facebook;
subscribe to their online newsletters and publications.
3.   Be aware of and attend workshops and information sessions on funding opportunities.
4.   Get to know your local legislators and enlist their support in seeking state funding.
5.   Most state programs have annual funding cycles.
6.   Some programs have specific set-asides for small communities.

Local Government
1.   County and municipal governments can be potential partners for your work,
particularly if you can link your work to economic or community development,
tourism, or some other public interest in your community
2.   When thinking about local government as partners, don’t forget to include schools,
universities, Main Street programs, tourism agencies, and economic development
agencies
3.   While cash contributions are hard to come by from local governments, in-kind
services are sometimes possible.
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Private Funding - Foundations
1.   You can search national foundations at www.foundationcenter.org
2.   Most of Mississippi’s largest grantmakers are members of the Mississippi Association of
Grantmakers (MAG), whose membership list is at www.msgrantmakers.com, and
contains links to each member’s website.
3.   While foundations provide a relatively small percentage of funding for arts, culture,
heritage and historic preservation projects, many are stepping up their investments to
offset the perceived threat of the loss of Federal support for such work.
4.   Think locally – community foundations and United Ways each serve slightly over half of
Mississippi’s counties.
5.   The key to securing foundation funding is to establish and maintain a network of contacts
and relationships within the foundation world.
6.   Understand that each foundation sets its own funding priorities, application processes and
requirements, and criteria for funding. You must tailor your proposal to each funder.
7.   Turn-around time between submittal of a proposal and hearing the result varies widely.

Private Funding – Corporations
1.   Corporations most often give in the form of sponsorship of events
2.   Some corporations have a formal corporate giving program (and some don’t); some have
a separate corporate foundation; the funding priorities of each may not be the same.
3.   In some instances, a short proposal letter will do; in others, a formal proposal is needed.
4.   Corporations are more likely to give to programs in which their employees actively serve
as volunteers.
5.   Corporations are also great sources for in-kind contributions of products and services.

Private Funding – Individuals and Families
1.   Giving by individuals and families represents over 80% of all private giving, four times
as much as foundations and corporations combined.
2.   Giving by individuals and families is best accessed through organized giving programs
such as annual funds or membership programs.
3.   Mississippi has long been recognized as a state in which individual donors are more
generous than in other states.
4.   Potential donors exist in every community, and donor lists are usually accessible.
5.   One of Mississippi’s most underutilized resources are potential donors who grew up in
Mississippi but no longer live here.
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